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FOREWORD

Research related to advanced nuclear rocket propulsion is

described herein. This work was performed under NASA Grant

NsG-69_ with Mr. Maynard F. Taylor, Nuclear Systems Division,

NASA Lewis Research Center as Technical Manager.
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ABSTRACT

The mixing region between parallel streams of both

similar and dissimilar fluids has been the subject of

much investigation. However, a recent analytical study

of this problem by the authors which is more complete than

those made in the past, could not be adequately verified

without additional experimental information.

In this work, velocity and density profiles for both

homogeneous and heterogeneous systems were obtained. The

range of density ratios was I:i to 7:1. The velocity

ratio range was I:I to 5:1. Turbulence intensities were

also measured for the homogeneous case. The experimental

method was based on hot wire anemometry.

The data obtained agreed well with the analytical

investigations in the literature.
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l. INTROI_JCTION

The mixing of adjacent free jets has been investigated

both analytically and experimentally for many years. How-

ever, a complete treatment for both similar and dissimilar

fluids was never undertaken and could not be patched to-

gether from previous investigations. A complete _ualytical

solution in the similarity region obtained by the authors

in a parallel investigation to this one (67) necessitated

an experimental investigation with parameter ranges beyond

anything available in the literature to prove its validity.

This investigation was undertaken for this purpose.

The object of this work was to obtain both velocity

and density profiles in the mixing region between adjacent

half jets of dissimilar fluids.

The variation in density ratio of the two fluids was

larger than any previous investigation, ranging from one to

eight and the velocity ratio ranged from one to five. 0nly

the turbulent mixing region was investigated experimentally.

The similar part of the mixing region was established in

the apparatus and its range shown by turbulent intensity

measurements.
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II • BACKGROUND

II-i. HomogeneousCase

Experimental data for this case has been taken by

Albertson, 14, Reichardt, 13 Liepmann and laufer 12 and others

s_, 52.Alberton, et. al. investigated the velocity

profiles of a two inch slot jet issuing into stagnant

air. Two zones of flow establishment were shown to

exist. The initial zone, from the mouth of the jet to

the point at which the mixing region has penetrated to

the centerline of the jet, corresponds closely to flow

in a half-jet.

The velocity profiles in this region were shown

to be similar and a normal probability function was

fitted to the data.

Reichardt obtained experimental data for a half-

jet. He demonstrated the similarity of the velocity

profiles at sufficient distances downstream and

compared his experimental results with the theory of

Goertler. He obtained a value of the empirical constant

of 13.5

See Reference 67 for a complete discussion of the

analysis of this type of flow and an explanation of

these terms.
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Liepmann and Laufer 12 conducted an extensive experi-

mental study of the half-jet. They also demonstrated the

similarity of the velocity profiles at sufficient distances

downstream. However, they reported that the width of the

initial mixing region was very narrow and that the flow

was laminar in the first six inches of the mixing zone.

They compared their data with the theoretical results of

Tollmien and of Goertler. It will be recalled that the

essential difference between the work of Tollmien and that

of Goertler is in the expression used to represent the

turbulent shear stress in the mixing region. Tollmien

used Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis while Goertler

used Prandtl's exchange coefficient hypothesis. Liepmamn

and Laufer demonstrated that their experimental results

could be brought into reasonable agreement with the mean

velocity distributions derived from either the theory of

Tollmien or that of Goertler. However, turbulent stress

measurements and back calculation of the mixing length

and the exchange coefficient showed that both varied across

3



the mixing region. Thus, they concluded that neither

Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis or exchange coefficient

hypothesis adequately describes the turbulence character-

istics of the mixing region. They showed that the micro-

scale of turbulence is constant across the larger part of

the mixing region. They obtained a value of Goertler's

empirical constant _ of ii.0 compared to the value of

13.5 obtained by Reichardt. s°

Kobashi s_ also obtained data for a turbulent two dim-

ensional slot jet. He concluded that the mean velocity

distribution and the turbulent shearing stress distribu-

tion are independent of the free stream turbulence

intensity. However, the extent of the variation of the

free stream turbulence intensity is not stated. It would

appear from his graphs that the variation was from about

two to five per cent.

Additional experimental data for this case has been

taken by Sato. s2 His investigations were mainly concerned

with the transition and turbulence characteristics of the

mixing region. He investigated the transition phenomena

in a half-jet with hot-wire anemometers. He used t_ee

boundary layer plates of different length so as to have

Blasius type velocity profiles at various stages of develop-

ment at the beginning of the mixing region. It was found

that for a given free stream velocity, the transition dis-

stance increased as the length of the boundary layer plate

was increased, i.e., the greater the development of the

#



Blasius velocity profile at the beginning of the mixing

region, the greater the distance to the point of transition°

In the transition region, nearly sinusoidal fluctua-

tions were observed. By placing two hot-wires several

millimeters apart in the flow direction, a phase lag of

the two sinusoidal waves was clearly observed° From this

the wave velocity was determined and the value agreed quite

well with the wave velocity predicted theoretically by

Lessen3 and by Lino 7

In a later work, Sato ss investigated the effect of

artificial excitation by sound on the transition. The

effect of the excitation on the transition was found to be

most pronounced when the frequency of the sound coincided

with the frequency of the naturally excited sinusoidal

velocity fluctuation. Sato further substantiated his previous

conclusion that the sinusoidal velocity fluctuation found

in the mixing region corresponds to the unstable disturbance

in the linearized stability theory. He experimentally

demonstrated that the small disturbances grow exponentially

as long as their amplitudes remain small° Sato classified

the flow field into four regions° They were

i° Laminar region with no velocity fluctuations.

2. Linear region where the two dimensio,al velocity
fluctuations grow exponentially.

3° Non-linear region with non-linear interaction and
three dimensional fluctuations°

_. Fully developed turbulent region.

5



II -2 Heterogeneous Case

There is very little experimental data available for

this case. A Limited amount of data has been taken for the

three dimensional axi-symmetric case° (See HauffS4)o It

has been observed that the spread of the mixing region for

density is wider than that for velocity° Much more data

is needed.

Ellison and Turner ss experimentally investigated

turbulent entrainment in stratified flows. They flowed

fresh water over salt water and reported a damping of the

turbulence with increased density difference and a marked

decrease in turbulent entrainment with increase in an

appropriately defined Richardson number.

Minami se obtained data for the flow of salt water

and fresh water in a sluice. He reported a decrease in the

eddy viscosity and the eddy diffusivity with an increase in

a gradient form Richardson number.

A related experiment dealing with turbulence in a

density stratified shear flow was performed by Webster. s7

Density stratification was obtained by heating the air.

Essentially linear temperature and velocity gradients were

obtained in the wind tunnel through the use of grids. A

decrease in the components of the turbulence intensity was

reported with increase in a gradient form Richardson number.

Alsoj the vertical componentof the turbulence intensity

was observed to decrease relative to the streamwise com-

ponent at higher Richardson numbers. This fact was taken



• °

as indicative of the suppression of vertical motions due

to the gravity field. Webster also reported that the eddy

viscosity and the eddy conductivity decreased with in-

creasing Richardson number.

Okuda 5s _uvestigated the velocity distribution at the

interface between two liquids. Flowing fresh water over

salt water he observed that the velocity in the upper

liquid decreases fairly rapidly near the interface as if

it were a solid plane. A calculated velocity distribution

based on the formation of a thin intermediate layer and one

dimensional flow showed fairly good accordance with the

observed profile. It was found that the larger the viscosity

of the lower fluid was, the lower the velocity near the

interface would be.

Reichardt ss obtained experimental data on the stability

of flat plate boundary layers with density stratification.

The measurements were made in a rectangular channel° Air

passed through the channel in which the upper wall was

heated by steam and the lower wall was cooled with water.

Laminar and turbulent flows were observed and the data

showedgood agreement with the theory of Schlichting° a6
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III. EXPERIMENTAL

II_-i Description of Apparatus

The apparatus used for the experimental analysis con-

sisted of a small plexi-glass wind tunnel, a pressure blower,

a hot wire anemometer system, two calibrating sections, a

metered air supply and a metered freon supply. The general

arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Figure III-Ioi.

III-I-i Wind Tunnel and Blower

The wind tunnel was const_acted of one-half inch plexi-

glass. Because of the relatively high cost of the freons,

it was necessary to keep the wind tunnel cross section small

in order to avoid excessive costs. Howeverj it was also

desirable to have the aspect ratio high enough to insure two

dimensional flowo Since these two factors were essentially

in conflict with one another, it was necessary to affect a

compromise. The inside dimensions of the wind tunnel were

twelve inches in width and four inches in height. A stain-

less steel plate 0.018 inches thick was used to divide the

tunnel into two twelve inch by two inch channels. The

tunnel was made up of four sections. The sections were

flanged and bolted together. The first section was eighteen

inches in length and served as an inlet section° A per-

forated plate consisting of one-eighth inch holes in a thin

piece of plexi-glass was placed between the flanges

connecting section one with section two. This plate served

to distribute the flow more evenly across the cross section.
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The second section was thirty inches long. This section

contained a twelve inch length of one-eighth inch mesh honey-

comb and a series of screens in both the upper and the lower

channel. The honeycomb served to dampen large scale turbu-

lence and further distribute the flow evenly across the

channel and between the upper and lower walls. Air-condi-

tioning filter material was placed between the end of the

honeycomb and the screens to further dampen turbulent

fluctuations. A series of three screens was then used to

reduce the turbulence intensity as low as possible without

the use of a contraction. The screens were thirty mesh,

sixty mesh and one-hundred mesh and were placed approximately

one inch apart in that order. The honeycomb and screen

placement was adjusted many times in order to achieve the

lowest possible turbulence intensity together with a reason-

ably flat velocity profile.

The third section was thirty-six inches long and was

the test section. A diagram of this section is shown in

Figure 1151-1.1. A traversing mechanism was placed on the

upper wall of this section. This mechanism allowed longi-

tudinal and up and down movement of the hot-wire anemometer

probes in a plane halfway between the sides of the tunnel°

The stainless steel plate separating the two streams ended

approximately three inches into this section. A pressure

tap was placed near the end of this section in order to

measure the static pressure in the test section.

i0
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The fourth section was a converging outlet section

eighteen inches long. This section was connected to the

blower inlet through a transition piece and three inch

diameter ducting. A six inch length of one-quarter inch mesh

honeycomb was placed at the end of the test section to pre-

vent disturbances in the outlet section from affecting

the flow in the test section°

The blower was of the pressure blower type. It was

powered by a 220 volt three horsepower motor and was rated

at I00 cfm with a maximum suction head of twenty-seven inches

of water.

Air entered the system through an air conditioning

type filter amd then passed through one of three rotameters

in parallel. These rotameters were the low pressure drop

type with an accuracy of two percent of the full scale

reading. A butterfly valve was placed near the outlet of each

rotameter in order to be able to throttle the flow to the de-

sired flow rate. A gatevalve was put in series with each

butterfly valve in order to have one-hundred percent shut-

off capability for any rotameter. From the gate valves the

air passed directly to the inlet section of the wind tunnel.

111-1-2 Hot-wire Anemometer System

The hot-wire anemometer equipment includes single wire

probes, parallel wire probes, an aspirating probe, probe

holders, angle adapters, two constant temperature control

channels and related monitoring equipment. All of the hot-

12



• °

wire anemometer equipment was purchased from Thermo-systems

Incorporated in Minneapolis, Minnesota and was of the con-

stant temperature type.

The sensors themselves were actually films and not

wires. Each sensor consisted of a thin film of platinum

on a quartz cylinder. One rail and two mil sensors were used

with approximate lengths of 0.020 and 0.040 inches respect-

ively. Ninety degree angle adapters were used so that the

hot-film sensors could be placed into the mixing region in

the configuration offering the least interference to the

flow. The parallel wire probes consisted of two sensors

mounted parallel to each other and approximately 0.020 inches

apart. The single wire probes all had two rail sensors while

the parallel wire probes had a one mil and a two rail sensor

to obtain greater differences in their sensitivity.

The aspirating probe consisted of a one mil sensor

mounted inside of a 0.080 inch ID tube. The tube was

connected to a ninety degree angle adapter and probe holder

and finally to a vacuum pump. The tube contained a jewel

bearing with a hole diameter of 0.007 - 0.009 inches, behind

the hot-film sensor. The vacuum pump reduced the pressure

downstream from the bearing sufficiently to insure sonic

velocity at the throat of the bearing. Since the sonic

velocity varies with gas composition, the aspirating probe

could be calibrated as an average concentration measuring

device. The 0.007-0.009 inch throat diameter in the bearing

was sufficiently small to insure that only a very small

13



percentage of the total flow passed throu_aspirating

probe.

It was possible to monitor either the power intput

to the sensor or the bridge voltage from the constant temp-

erature control channels° The monitoring equipment included

a digital volt meter, an rms volt meter, a sum and difference

unit and a dual beam oscilloscope. The power input to the

sensor was monitored for calibration purposes and read as

a voltage from the digital volt meter which was directly

proportional to the sensor power input. The rms value of

the fluctuating sensor power input was read from the rms

volt meter as arms voltage directly proportional to the

rms power. The sum and difference unit supplied a signal

which was the sum or the difference of the signals from

both sensors of a parallel wire probe. With the dual beam

oscilloscope it was possible to visually display two out-

put signals at the same time for-purposes of visualizing

the fluctuating power or voltage due to fluctuating

velocity and fluctuating density in the mixing region.

III-1-3 Calibrating Sections, Air and Freon Supply

The calibrating sections consisted of two seventeen

foot lengths of pipe. The first was two inch standard

iron pipe and the second was three-quarter inch stainless

steel pipe. The reason that two calibrating sections were

used was that this was necessary in order to obtain the

desired calibrating velocities for the full range of con-

centration with the rotameters available. Three high



accuracy (+ 1%of the instantaneous reading) rotameters

were used for calibrating purposes and for metering the

freon supply to the wind tunnel.

Air for calibrating purposes was taken from the build-

ing's compressed air supply. The air was scrubbed and

filtered before passing it through a high accuracy rota-

meter to the gas mixing device. The freons were supplied

as a liquid in large cylinders. Since it was necessary

to vaporize the liquid freon, a means of supplying the latent

heat of evaporation was needed. To accomplish this the freon

cylinders were placed in a steam jacketed tank partly filled

with water. The vaporized freon passed from the cylinder to

the gas mixing device through a high accuracy rotameter.

The gas mixing device consisted of three two inch pipe

couplings with two inch to one inch bushings in each end.

The couplings with the bushings" were connected by short one

inch nipples. A two inch tee with bushings was connected

to one of the end couplings. All three couplings and the

tee were packed with brass scouring pads. For those cali-

brations which required the mixing of freon and air, the

metered air and freon entered the tee and then passed on

through the couplings.

111-2 Hot-wire Anemometer Techniques

111-2-1 Fundamental Relationships

Heat transfer from small heated cylinders was first

studied extensively in connection with hot-wire anemometry

15



by King. 63 Many other investigations of this problem have

been undertaken since that time. 64'6s'G6 It is well

established that the heat trs_sferred from the sensor can

be represented by an expression of the form

p = [A + BVa]ETs - re] III-2-1. i

where A, B and n are numerical constants, V is the velocity

past the sensor, Ts is the temperature of the sensor and

Te is the temperature of the environment. The constant n

is usually taken to be one-half. An equation of this form

adequately describes the power input versus velocity

characteristics for hot-wire anemometers so long as the

velocity is sufficiently high. If the velocity is very low,

the power loss versus square root of velocity curve becomes

non-linear. This occurs below a velocity of about one foot

per second for most gases.

Each investigator's results may be put into the form of

equation lll-2-1.1. The difference in the analyses lies in

the expressions for A and B. The following empirical rela-

tionship was given by Kramers 65 and is widely used.

Nu = 0.42 Pr °'s + 0.57 Pr i/s ReO.S 111-2-1.2

In this expression, Nu is the Nusselt number, Pr is the

Prandtl number and Re is the Reynolds number. When this

heat transfer relationship is put into the form of equation

111-2-1. I, the constants A and B are given by

16



A = 0°42 (Pr)f 111-2-1.3
_l Ro

e_kf_ i/s pfd s
B = 0.57 (Pr)f ( ----)°"•_ 111-2-1.4

_ Ro _ f

In these expressions, e is a, conversion constant, k is the

thermal conductivity, _ is the viscosity, p is the density,

is the linear temperature coefficient of electrical
i

resistivity, R° is the wire resistance at a reference

teiK_erature To, _ is the wire length, d is the wire diameter

and ................. bitybil_ _UUSUI'_LpU f iaeaiis tl±_u the qu6u_ is ..........._ V __LLA_ b_ eSb

the film temperature. The film temperature is usually taken

as the average of the sensor temperature T s and the tempera-

ture of the environment T e. Thus, the constants A and B

depend upon the physical properties of the surrounding medium

as well as the dimensions of the wire.

In actual practice, the factors A and B are determined

experimentally. Once a calibration has been obtained, it

is possible to back calculate an equivalent length and

diameter using equations II_2-1.3 and II_2-1.4. The effect

of physical properties on A and B can then be estimated.

However, this technique is not reliable enough to allow

determination of the values of A and B for a second gas

based on the physical properties of that gas and the equiva-

lent length and diameter obtained from the calibration of

the wire in air.
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The real utility of hot-wire anemometers is in the

measurement of turbulent properties such as turbulence

intensity and turbulent shearing stress. The velocity

past the sensor V is assumed to be made up of an average

stream velocity U and fluctuating components u' and v' in

the flow direction and perpendicular to the flow direction

respectively. Thus

V = /(U + u')2 + v,2 111-2-1.5

The quantity Vn may be expanded in a Taylor series to give

u' n(n-!) u '2 n V '2
Vn = Un[l + n _-- + 2 U-_- + 2 H2

with the assumptions

u' <<U

v' <<U III-2-i. 7

equation 111-2-1.6 may be linearized to give

U I
vn = un[1 + n U-] Ill-2-1.8

This expression may then be substituted into equation III-2-1.1

to give the instantaneous power supplied to the sensor

U t
P = P + p = [A + _jn(l + n _-)][T s - Te] III-2-1.9

where P is the average power level and p is the small vari-

ation about the average power level caused by the fluctuating

velocity u'. The average power level _ is defined as

18



= [A + tKln][Ts - Te)

and the power level at zero velocity P
O

P = A[T s - Te)
O

III -3-1. i0

is defined by

III -3-1. ii

Equations 111-2-1.9,111-2-1.10 and lll-2-1.11 may be combined

to give

o/n u'
_pO - U III-2-1.12

Since the average values of p and u' are zero, the root

mean square (rms) values are normally used as a measure of

turbulence. Defining /u '2 as the root mean square value of

u' and /p2 as the root mean square value of p, equation

111-2-1.12 may be written

_ / u,2
III -2-1.13

P -P U
o

The quantity on the right hand side of this equation is

known as the turbulence intensity. Thus, the turbulence

intensity of the fluctuating component of the velocity in

the mean flow direction may be easily calculated from this

relationship.

Equation 111-2-1.12 may be obtained in a different manner.

Differentiating equation 111-2-1. I gives

dP = nBV n-_ dV(T s - Te) III -2-1.14

Assuming that the fluctuating power p and the fluctuating

velocity u' may be substituted for dP and dV respectively

19



and using equations III _9- I. 5 and 111-2- I. 7, equation 111-2- i. 14

may be written

nBunn ' 111-2 -I. 15
P- U

This equation may then be combined with equations 111-2-i. i0

andll1-2-1oll to give equationll1-2-1ol2o The reason that

two methods of deriving equation ll1-2-1.12 are given here

is that the first method shows that the turbulence intensity

calculated from this equation is for the fluctuating velocity

in the mean flow direction while the second method of de-

rivation is somewhat simpler and will be used in connection

with turbulence measurements in a heterogeneous system.

If the composition of the fluid flowing past the hot-

wire is variable, then the A and B in equationll1-2-1.1 will

no longer be constant since they depend on the physical

properties of the surrounding medium. The power input to

the hot-wire will depend upon the concentration C or the

density p as well as the velocity past the sensor. The

total derivative of the power input to the sensor may be

written

_P (_-V)0: (_)v dp + dV lll-e-lo16

Differentiation of equation III-2-1.1 shows that

dA Vn _] (Ts_Te): +

(_9--V)P = nBvn-ldV(Ts-Te ) 111-2. Io 17

Substituting the fluctuating power p, the fluctuating velocity
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o

u' and the fluctuating density p' for dP, dV and dp

respectively and combining equations 111-2-1.17, 111-2-1.16,

111-2-1. II and 111-2-1. !0 gives

p = R'p' + S'u'

where

R' = [_p + Vn

and

s' = - P
O

Alternatively, equationlll-2-1.16 may be written

p = R"p' + S" u'

whe re

R" = (A P
Z- 'V

and

S" A P
= (_---V)p

The method of calculating the turbulence intensity and the

fluctuating density from these relationships is given in

Section II_2-3 o

111-2-1.18

111-2-1.19

III -2-i. 2O

II_2-1.21

III -2- i.22

111-2-1o23

III-2-2 Calibration Procedures

The calibration of the hot-wire anemometer equipment

included calibration of the aspirating probe, single wire

probes and parallel wire probes. During a calibration, the

outlet of the calibrating section being used was placed

inside of a plexi-glass chamber thirty-six inches long and

21



six inches by six inches in cross section. This was to

avoid disturbance of the flow profiles in the calibrating

section by convection currents in the room. The up and

down part of the traversing mechanism was mounted on top

of this chamber so that the probes could be easily held

and centered during calibrations. If freon was to be used

in the calibration, the water in the steam jacketed tank

containing the freon cylinder was heated to about 105°F.

After connecting the compressed air supply and the freon

cylinder to the gas mixing device through the proper high

accuracy rotameters and connecting the outlet of the gas

mixing device to the calibrating section, the system was

ready to begin a calibration.

The aspirating probe was calibrated by placing it in

either calibrating section since the output of this probe

does not depend on the approach velocity. After turning

on the vacuum pump, the average power input to the hot-

film in the aspirating probe was recorded from the digital

volt meter for various concentrations of freon and air

ranging from pure air to pure freon. Data was taken at nine

intermediate concentrations for freon 12 and at four inter-

mediate concentrations for freon C318. The calibration

curve for freon 12 and air is shown in Figure II_2-2.1.

The following general cal_bration procedure was used

for the hot-film sensors. A hot-film probe was placed in

both calibrating sections, one at a time, and calibrated

by flowing air in laminar flow past it at known flow rates.

22
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The calibration was obtained by placing the sensor on the

centerline of the pipe and assuming that the velocity as

that point was twice the average velocity in the pipe as

for the parabolic velocity distribution for laminar flow

in a pipe. The average power versus square root of velocity

curves were then plotted from these calibrations. Very

reasonable straight line calibration curves were obtained.

To obtain calibration curves for freon and air mixtures,

additional procedures were necessary since a wide range of

velocities for laminar flow of mixtures was not possible

with the available rotameters. With a probe on the center-

line of a calibrating section, air was put through it for

a relatively wide range of turbulent Reynold_ numbers. At

each Reynold's number, the power input to the sensor was

recorded. From this data and the previously obtained

calibration curves for laminar flow, the ratio of average

velocity to centerline velocity for that calibrating section

was obtained for each Reynold's number. It was then assumed

that this ratio was constant for a given value of the

Reynold's number for all concentrations of freon and air

flowing in that calibrating section. Power input readings

were taken with a probe on the centerline and the flow at a

Reynold's number for which the ratio of average velocity to

centerline velocity was known. Data was taken for pure freon

and for four intermediate concentrations between pure air and

pure freon. In this way, calibration curves of power input

versus the square root of velocity were obtained for pure

• °
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freon and the four intermediate concentrations. Two cali-

bration curves for a single wire probe are shown in

Figurelll-2-2.2. Calibration curves for each sensor of a

parallel wire probe were similarly obtained.

111-2-3 Calculation Procedures

For the case of homogeneous flow, the average

velocities were calculated directly from a power input

reading from a single wire probe and the calibration curve

for that wire. Likewise, the turbulence intensity for

homogeneous flow was calcuiat_ddir_ctiyfrom equation ill-

2-1.13 assuming that n was equal to one-half.

For the case of heterogeneous flow, the calculation

procedure was somewhat more involved. From a set of cali-

bration curves for mixtures of various densities, the

slope and the intercept were plotted as a function of

density. A smooth curve was then drawn through the points.

Typical curves showing the slope B and the intercept A as

a function of density are shown in Figure II_2-2.3o Graphs

like this were prepared for a single wire probe and for

both sensors of a parallel wire probe.

The first step in the calculation procedure was then

to obtain the average density at each data point from the

aspirating probe power input and the calibration curve

for the aspirating probe. Next, the slope and the inter-

cept of the calibration curve for the single wire probe

for each density across the mixing region were obtained

from a graph such as Figure111-2-2.3o Knowing the slope
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and the intercept of the calibration curve at each data

point along with the sensor power input, the average

velocity profiles were then calculated.

To obtain the turbulence intensity and other turbu-

lence properties, the slope and intercept versus density

curves for both sensors of a parallel wire probe were

fitted with n-th degree polynomials. This was accomplished

by using the SINPA_( routine available on the lIT 7040 IBM

computer. This routine determins the best polynomial fit

to the data. It first fits the data with a Fourier sine

series. This is then rearranged into a Chebychef series

and this is finally rearranged into an n-th order poly-

nomial. The degree of the polynomial in each case is

determined by truncating the Fourier sine series and the

Chebychef series at the point where the coefficients begin

to display random noise. Polynomial coefficients for the

curves of slope and intercept as a function of density

were stored in the computer for each sensor of a parallel

wire probe.

It would have been possible to differentiate these

polynomials to obtain R' in equation 111-2-1.19 and then to

use equation llI_-l. 18 for the calculation of the turbulence

properties. However, a slightly different procedure em-

ploying equation 111-2-1.21 was used.

Squaring both sides of equation lll-2-1o21 and then

averaging gives

7 = R + 2R"s" + s" u ILZ-2-3.1
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The coefficients R" and S" are given by equations 111-2-1.21

and 111-2-1.23. These coefficients were calculated in the

following way° The average density and the average velocity

at a data point were first determined as outlined above.

The density was then incremented by +0.05 p and the sensor

power input was calculated at each new density, for the

same velocity, by means of the stored polynomia7s re-

presenting the slope and intercept versus density curves.

R" was then calculated from

_, = _ r_tu.uo#, v) - r_-u.uop, v ) II_2-3.2
V O.lOp

Combining equations III-2-Io23 andIII-2-1. I, S" is

given by

S" = (A---V)pAP = (_)p3P = nBvn-l (Ts_Te) III-2-3.3

Since a polynomial representing B as a function of density

was available, S" could be easily calculated.

An equation like equation 111-2-3. I may be written for

the output from each sensor of a parallel wire probe and for

an output which is the sum of the outputs from the two

sensors. Three equations are then available which may be

solved simultaneously for the three unknowns p,2, p'U' and

u '2. Once these quantities have been determined, the

turbulence intensity may be easily calculated by taking

the square root of u '2 and dividing by the average velocity

U° Likewise, the fluctuating density
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P,2 III -2-3. #

P

may be obtained by taking the square root of _ p'2 and

dividing by the average density. Finally, the correla-

tion coefficient

plu!

p,2 g u,2

III-2-3.5

may be calculated from p'U' and the previously determined

quantities.

111-3 Operating Procedure and Data

Data was obtained for air mixing with air as well as

air mixing with freon 12 and freon C318. Four runs were

made in the homogeneous case. _hese were for X values of

0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 corresponding to velocity ratios

of 3 to 2, 7 to 3, 4 to I and 9 to io For air mixing with

freon 12, data was taken for X values of i/3, 0.6 and 0.8

corresponding to velocity ratios of 2 to I, 4 to I and 9

to I. For air mixing with freon C318, data was taken for

X = 0.75 only corresponding to a velocity ratio of 7 to I.

111-3-1 Homogeneous Case

The operating procedure for this case was as follows.

A calibrated single wire probe was placed in the test

section. The blower was then turned on and the butterfly

valves were adjusted to obtain the desired velocity ratio.
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The velocity in each channel was obtained from a digital

volt meter reading proportional to the sensor power input

and the calibration curve for that sensor corrected for

the difference between the tunnel pressure and the calibra-

tion pressure. The zero positions for downstream and verti-

cal measurements were then obtained. The zero for downstream

measurements were obtained by visual observation. The zero

for vertical measurements was obtained by placing the sen-

sor approximately one-eighth of an inch from the end of

the plate separating the two streams and moving it up and

down until a minimum power input reading was obtained. The

accuracy of the vertical position measurements was _ 0.005

inches and the accuracy of the downstream position measure-

ments was _0.010 inches. The measurements were taken from

scales having 0.020 inch scale divisions.

Once the proper velocity ratio was obtained and the

zero positions had been determined, the data for the initial

velocity distributions in the upper and the lower channels

was taken. Data was taken at increments of 0.i0 inches.

Average and rms power readings were then taken for the

calculation of the free stream turbulence intensity in each

stream. Next, traverses were made across the mixing region

at downstream positions of 2 inches, 4 inches, 8 inches and

13 inches. At 2 inches and _ inches downstream, data was

taken at increments of 0.050 inches. At 8 inches and 13

inches downstream data was taken at increments of 0. I0

inches. The data taken at each position consisted of an

average power reading and an rms power reading.
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111-3-2 Heterogeneous Case-

In this case, a single wire probe and the aspirating

probe were placed in the test section at the same time.

Both probes were connected to ninety degree angle adapters.

Two or three cylinders of freon were then placed in the

steam jacketed tank and the water in the tank was heated to

about 105°F. The zero positions for the single wire probe
e

were obtained in the same manner as in the homogeneous case.

For the aspirating probe, the zero positions for both

vertical and downstream position measurements were obtained

visually.

After the zero positions for both probes _d been

obtained, the blower was turned on and the butterfly valves

were adjusted to give the approximate desired flow rate in

the upper channel. Next, the freon was brought into the

lower channel inlet section from the freon cylinders in

parallel through a high accuracy rotameter. The rotameter

was set to give the approximate cfm needed for the desired

velocity in the lower channel. The flow rates in the upper

and the lower channels were then adjusted to give the desired

velocity ratio. Data for the initial velocity distributions

in the upper and the lower channel was then taken at incre-

ments of 0.20 inches. Average and rms power readings were

taken for the calculation of the free stream turbulence

intensityin each stream. The power input to the aspirating

probe sensor was recorded with the probe in each stream in

order to have pure component readings.
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Next, traverses were made across the mixing region

at four downstream positions with both probes. All data

from the aspirating probe was takm at increments of 0.I0

inches. For the single wire probe data was taken at incre-

ments of 0.050 inches for the first two downstream positions

and at increments of 0.I0 inches for the other two down-

stream positions. The data consisted of an average power

reading and an rms power reading from the single wire probe

and an average power reading from the aspirating probe.

The blower and the freon flow were then turned off.

The single wire probe and the aspirating probe were removed

from the test section and replaced with a parallel wire

probe. The zero positions for the parallel wire probe were

obtained visually° The blower and the freon flow were then

turned on again. Traverses were made at the same downstream

positions as with the single wire probe and the aspirating

probe. Data was taken at the samevertical positions as

with the other probes except that larger increments were

taken in order to save time. At each position, three rms

power readings were recorded° These were the outputs from

the one mil and the two mil sensors and the sum of the two

outputs taken from the sum and difference unit°
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IV. RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

IV-I Experimental

iV-I-I HomogeneousCase

Velocity profiles and turbulence intensity profiles

for various free stream velocity ratios are presented in

Figs. IV-I-I.I thru IV-I-I.10 for the _ values of 0, 0°2,

0.4, 0°6 and 0°8. The corresponding velocity ratios are

i to I, 3 to 2, 7 to 3, 4 to I and 9 to I respectively.

For each case the initial turbulence intensity in the

upper stream was less than one percent. In the lower

stream, the initial turbulence intensity was one or two

percent at high velocity ratios, i.e., when the free

stream velocity was quite low.

In each instance, there are two factors, in addition

to the velocity rati% which affect the velocity and

turbulence intensity profiles in the mixing region. These

factors are the boundary layers on the plate which initially

separates the two streams and the boundary layers which

build up on the upper and lower walls of the wind tunnel

and accelerate the flow at the outer edges of the mixing

region.

Figure I_-i-i.i shows the velocity profiles initially

and at downstream positions of two inches, four inches,

eight inches and thirteen inches for the case in which the

two free stream velocities are equal, i.e., _ = O. It
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can be seen that the effect of the boundary layers on the

plate initially separating the two streams is still evident

as a velocity decreement in the velocity profile thirteen

inches downstream° The extent of the boundary layer develop-

ment on the upper and lower _,_alls of the wind tunnel is

also shown.

This particular case corresponds closely to the problem

of the wake of a flat plate at zero incidence° This is

evidenced by the shape of the velocity profiles in Figure

IV-l-1.1 and also by the turbulence intensity profiles

shown in Figure I_-l-l.2 It will be noted that the

turbulence intensity profiles at downstream positions of

one-half inch and two inches exhibit peak values on both

sides of the center lineo Sato pointed out that this is

a characteristic of the turbulence intensity in the wake

of a flat plate at zero incidence and is due to the two

inflection points in the wake velocity profile. The same

explanation for this characteristic may be given here even

though the initial velocity profiles before mixing are not

of the Blasius type as in Sato's experiment. At the down-

stream positions of four inches, eight inches and thirteen

inches, the width of the region in which the turbulence

intensity is greater than the free stream value increases

while the maxinmum value of the turbulence intensity decreases°

The initial and downstream velocity profiles for the

case of k = 0.2 are shown in Figure IV-l-l°3o Here again

the effect of the boundary layers on the separating plate
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can easily be seen as a velocity decrement in the velocity

profiles at two inches and four inches downstream. This

effect is not readily apparent in the velocity profiles

further downstream. The boundary layers on the upper and

lower walls of the wind tunnel have not seriously affected

the velocity distribution in the mixing region even at

thirteen inches downstream.

The turbulence intensity profiles for this case are

shown in Figure IV-I-I.4° The profiles at one-half inch

and two inches downstream exhibit the two maximum points

characteristic of wake profiles. However, further down-

stream the profiles exhibit a single maximum, the width of

the higher turbulence region increases and the maximum value

of the turbulence intensity remains nearly constant.

The initial and downstream velocity profiles for the

cases of k = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 are shown in Figures IV-I-Io5,

IV-l-l.7 and IV-l-lo9 respectively. In these figures it

can be seen that the effect of the boundary layers on the

separating plate becomes less evident as the velocity

ratio is increased. However, while this effect cannot be

seen as a large velocity decrement in the velocity profiles,

at relatively short distances downstream the velocity near

the center line is still lowered somewhat by this effect.

From these figures, it can be seen that the width of the

mixing region increases more rapidly with distance down-

stream as the velocity ratio is increased° Because of

this, the boundary layers on the upper and lower walls of
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the wind tunnel tend to interefere with the velocity

profiles at larger distances downstream. This is especially

evident in the profiles at x = 13" shown in Figures IV-I-Io7

and I_-I-I. 9.

The turbulence intensity profiles for these cases are

shown in Figures IV°I-Io6, IV-I-I.8 and IV-I-IolO. The two

maximum points characteristic of wake profiles are not

evident in any of these profiles. In each instance, the

turbulence int_ sity on the center line increases rapidly

from the beginning of the mixing region to a downstream

distance of two to four inches and then remains approximately

constant indicating that similarity of profiles should

exist in this region, i.e., the similarity analysis predicts

that u'v' should be constant on the centerlineo As the

velocity ratio is increased, the maximum value of the

turbulence intensity increases and the position of this

maximum shifts toward the slower moving stream° In each

case the width of the higher turbulence intensity region

increases with increasing distance downstream and in no

case is any interference from turbulence generated near the

walls of the wind tunnel apparent.

IV-I-2 Heterogeneous Case

Data are presented in this section for air mixing with

Freon 12 and air mixing with freon C318o At standard

conditions, freon 12 is about four times heavier than air

and freon C318 is approximately seven times as dense as

air. The initial turbulence intensities were again kept as
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low as possible° Velocity profiles for air mixing with

freon 12 at different velocity ratios are presented in

Figures IV-I-2.1, IV-I-2o3 and I-_-i-2.5. For the k values

of 1/3, 0.6 and 0.8, the corresponding velocity ratios are

2 to i, 4 to i, and 9 to i.

For k = I/3 the effects of the initial boundary layers

on the separating plate and the boundary layers on the walls

of the wind tunnel can be easily seen. For the higher

values of k, these effects are less apparent.

The density profiles for these three velocity ratios

are shown in Figures IV-I-2.2, I_-I-2.4 and IV-I-2.6. It

is evident from these figures that the width of the nixing

region for density also increases with increasing velocity

ratio.

Turbulence intensity profi.les and fluctuating density

profiles were calculated using the procedure outlined in

sectionslll-2-1 andllI-2-3. However, it was found that

very small changes in the calibration curves and relatively

small changes in the values of the rms power readings

resulted in large changes in the values of the calculated

turbulence intensity and fluctuating density° Because of

this, the results of the turbulence intensity and

fluctuating density calculations were disregarded. A more

extensive discussion of the calculation of these quantities

by use of a parallel wire probe and the inherent difficulties

of this method are given by Zawacki. e7
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Velocityprofiles for air mixing with freon C318

at a velocity ratio of 7 to I are shown in Figure IV-I-2.7.

The corresponding value of k is 0.75. The density profiles

for this case are shown in Figure IV-I-2.8o The velocity

profiles do not appear to be affected by the boundary

layers on the walls of the wind tunnel. The density pro-

files indicate a very gradual increase in the density

coming down through the mixing region and then a very steep

density gradient near the lower edge of the mixing region°

....s Is _=w_j _=_u uy a i'_o_±.u,r_5of the upward move-

ment of the higher density gas by the gravitational body

force. The turbulence intensity and fluctuating density

profiles were calculated for this case° However, because

of the inaccuracies discussed above in connection with

freon 12-air data, the results of these calculations were

also disregarded.

IV-2 Sintilarity

Since laminar mixing was not observed experimentally,

the discussion here will be concerned with comparing the

experimental data with the turbulent homogeneous and

heterogeneous similarity solutions obtained in Ref. 67.

The good agreement of the experimental data with the turbulent

similarity solution indicates that the laminar similarity

solution should be a good representation of the laminar

velocity profiles.
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IV-2-1 Homogeneous Case

Before comparing the homogeneous turbulent similarity

solution with the experimental data presented in section

IV-l-i, it is interesting to compare this solution with

previous experimental data. The best previously available

data is that given by Liepmann and Laufer 12 and by

Albertsono 14

Liepmann and Laufer compared their measurements with

the theoretical solution of Goertler_ (See reference 67 and

section II-I). However, Goertler applied an arbitrary third

boundary condition. (See reference 67). Therefore, it

was necessary for Liepmann and Laufer to obtain the location

of the line _* = 0 in the x-y plane from their experimental

data, i.e., for a particular value of x, that point in the

velocity profile for which u = I (ul + ue) was designated

y* = 0 or _* = _ y* = 0 in accordance with the arbitrary
x

third boundary condition

u i-u

or

(ul

The application of the third boundary condition

suggested by yon Karman, as outlined in reference 67 makes

it unnecessary to locate the position of an arbitrary

line in the x-y plane from experimental data. Rather, the

line _ = 0 is the x-axis (y = 0) and the line _* = 0 or

= a f = _o is the @ = 0 streamline in the x-y plane.
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From the data of Liepmann and Laufer, the constants _,

c and x, which appear in the homogeneous similarity solution

may be easily calculated using the procedure outlined in

reference 67. The calculated values of these constants are:

From the data of
Liepmann

and Laufer

= 12.49

c = 0.207

X= 0.00775 IV-2-1° i

Liepmann and Laufer's experimental data and the similarity

solution employing yon Karman's third boundary condition

are compared in Fignlre TV_2-1.1. The measurements agree

quite well with the theoretical curve.

Albertson demonstrated that the velocity profiles in

the initial mixing region of his slot-jet were similar in

y/x. However, he did not attempt to compare his data with

a similar solution of the equations of continuity and

momentum. Rather, he presented a two parameter empirical

relationship which approximated the data reasonably well.

(See section II -i).

From the experimental data of Albertson, the calculated

values of a, c and X_ are:

From the data of
Albertson _4

a = 13.38

c = o.194

X = 0.00719
1

IV-2-1.2

Albertson's measurements and the similarity solution

employing von Karman's third boundary condition are compared

in Figurelv-2-1.2. The data agrees reasonably well with

the theoretical curve at higher velocities, but rather large
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deviations occur at lower velocities. This is most likely

because the initial mixing region of a slot-jet is not

wholely comparable to a true half-jeto

In section IV-I-I, two factors, in addition to the

velocity ratio, were discussed which affect the velocity

profiles in the mixing region. These factors were the

boundary layers on the plate initially separating the two

streams and the boundary layers which build up on the

upper and lower walls of the wind tunnel. From the figures

presented in section IV-I-I_ it can be easily seen that

the effect of the first factor is most evident in the

initial part of the mixing _egion, whereas the effect of

the second factor is evident at large distances downstream.

In between these two regions, u'--_ is constant on the center-

line and the velocity profiles should be nearly similar.

Experimental data from sectionlV -I-I is compared

with the similarity solution for various values of X in

Figurelv -2-1.3. The measurements, in a region where the

effects of the above mentioned factors are minimized, agree

reasonably well with the theoretical curves. The calculated

values of the constants a, c and X_ and eddy viscosity E

for various values of k are summarized in Table IV-2-1. i.

Two significant facts are evident from examining

TablelV-2-1.1. First, the constant c expressing the rate

of linear growth of the width of the mixing region with

downstream distance X increases monotonically with in-

creasing _. Second, the eddy viscosity E is proportional
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Table IV-2-1.1 Summary of Calculated Constants

a c X
I

=×i cx(ul-u2)

X= 0.2

_= 0.4

),= 0.6

k=0.8

37.5 0.o615 0.o145

16.ol 0.146 0o0167

13.75 0.173 0.0127

12°IO o.2o5 O.OlO4

k = i.o (Liepmann
and Laufer) 12.49 o.2o7 o.oo225

X= 1.0
(albertson) 13.38 O. 194 0.00769

o.o00892 x (ul-u2)

0.00244 x(ul-u2)

0.00219 x (ul-u2)

0.00213 x (u_-u2)

o.oo165 x (ul-u_)

0.00139 x (ul-u2)

to the difference in the two free stream velocities and the

distance downstream and the constant of proportionality

is roughly constant for all X values r_uging from 0.4 to

1.0.

In addition to supplying the theoretical u-velocity

profiles for various values of X, the similarity solution

with yon Karman's third boundary condition provides the

theoretical v-velocity _rofiles and a means of locating the

= 0 streamline in the x-y plane.

In this homogeneous case, it can easily be sho}_ that

the ¢ = 0 streamline coincides with the locus of the

inflection points of the velocity profiles in the x-y plane.

Since along the streamline ¢ = 0, _* = 0, then

_:_o =_x x
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0

Or

y = _-ax =mx
a

After determining the value of _o from the similarity

solution and the value of _ from experimental data, the

= 0 streamline may be located in the x-y plane. The

theoretical @ = 0 streamlines for various values of X are

shown on the figures in section _-I-i.

The theoretical v-velocity profiles are shown in

Figure IV-2-I.4. The asymptotic values of these velocity

profiles may not be correctly determined unless von Karman's

third boundary condition is used or the location of the

line _* = 0 in the x-y plane is determined experimentally.

Liepmann and Laufer presented the curve for k = 1.0 after

locating the line _* = 0 from their experimental data.

The curves for the other values of k have not been previously

given. It is interesting to note that the asymptotic value

of v for large negative values of _ increases monotonically

with increasing k. However, the asymptotic value of v

for large positive values of _ decreases for k ranging from

0_2 to 0.6 but then increases when k is increased to 0.8

and 1.0. Physically, the condition impos_z the asymptotic

values of the v-velocity is that given by yon Karman, i.e.,

there is to be no net force acting on the total fluid

system perpendicular to the main flow or

UIV1 = UeVe : 0

Thus, since for k = 1.O, u2 = O, then vl must be zero also
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or the asymptotic value of v for _ = io0 and large positive

is zero.

Each v-velocity profile in Figure i_-2-1.4 exhibits a

minimum point at _ = 0. Thus, _-_ = 0 for _ = 0 or for a

_v 0 for y = O. This shows that thegiven value of x, _y

v-velocity profile at a given value of x has a minimum

point on the x-axis (y = 0). Further, from the continuity

equation _x = 0 or u is constant along the x-aXiSo Also,

since_ is positive for p_.us _ and negative for minus

it follows that_x is negative for plus _ and positive for

minue _. In summation, the velocity along the x-axis is

0onstant. The flow above the x-axis is decelerated while

the flow below the x-axis is accelerated.

IV-2-2 Heterogeneous Case

Just as in the homogeneous case, there is a portion

of the mixing region in the figure shown in section IV-I-2

where the effects of the boundary layers on the separating

plate and the walls of the wind tunnel are minimized. In

this section, the similarity solutions for the velocity

and density profiles in the mixing region are presented.

For each value of X, the theoretical u-velocity and density

profiles are given in separate figures. On each figure,

the theroetical curves for Schmidt numbers of 0.5, 0.75

and 1.0 are shown.
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The theoretical velocity profiles for freon 12 and air

at X values of 1/3, 0°6 and 0.8 are given in Figures IV-2-2.1,

IV-2-2.2 and IV_2-2.3. Since freon 12 is about four times

heavier than air, r = -0.6, i.e.,

r- Pl-P_ = -0.6

Pl + P2

It follows that X = 0.6 is the case for which the momentum

of the upper and lower streams is the same.

In each figure, experimental data obtained at

two downstream' positions is shown. The effect of the

boundary layers on the separating plate is especially

evident in Figure IV-2-2.1 for X = i/3. For _ = 0.6 and

X = 0.8, the measurements agree reasonably well with the

theoretical curves for a turbulent Schmidt number of 0.75.

Theoretically, a decreasing turbulent Schmidt number

displaces the u-velocity and density profiles toward the

slower moving higher density stream. This follows since _

a decreasing Schmidt number means relatively less momentum

transfer and relatively more mass transfer.

From this data, the calculated values of the constants

_, c and XI, for F= -0°6 and various values of X are

r = -o.6j x = i/3 a = 36.9 c : 0.0485, X_ = OOO114

r= -o.6, x : o.6 a = 15.4 c = o.142, X_: ooo124

r = -Oo6, x = Oo8 _ = 14o6 c = o.181, _= ooo081o

Because of the large effect of the boundary layers on the

separating plate, evident in Figures IV -I-2 oI and IV -2-2 oI,

the reliability of the values given for X = I/3 is

questionable°
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The theoretical density profiles and the experimental

data are compared in Figures IV-2-2.4, IV-2-2.5 and IV-2-2.6o

It appears that the body force, which was neglected in the

analytical analysis, has affected the experimental density

profiles. Due to the body force, relatively less of the

higher density gas is transported upward resulting in

experimental densities higher than predicted theoretically

at large negative values of _ and experimental densities

lower than those predicted by theory for larger values of

_. Because of this, the width of the mixing region for

density was not calculated° This factor does not appear

to have seriously affected the experimental velocity

profiles other than that effect due to the interaction of

the velocity and density profiles.

The theoretical velocity profiles for freon C318 and

air for a _ value of 0.75 are shown in Figure IV-2-2.7.

Since freon C318 is about seven times heavier than air,

r = -0.75 and therefore the momentum of the upper and lower

streams is the same. The measurements agree reasonably well

with the theoretical curve for a turbulent Schmidt number

of 0.5. The theoretical density profiles and the

experimental data are compared in Figure IV-2-2.8. The

effect of the body force on the experimental density pro-

files is very evident in this figure° From this data,

the calculated values of the constants _, c, and x_ for

r = -0.75 and X = 0.75 are:
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F= -o.75 a : io°48

X = 0.75 c = o.182

Xf 0.0166

The calculated values of the constants a, c and XI,

and the eddy viscosity E are summarized in Table IV-2-2. I

Table IV-2-2-I. Summary of.Calculated Constants

X= 0.2

k=0.4

k=0.6

k=0.8

= 1.0 (Liepmann
and Laufer)

X= 1.0
(Albertson)

: 1/3

x:o.6

k=o.8

= 0.75

Homogeneous case,

37.5 o.o615 o.o145

16.Ol o. 146 o .o167

13.75 o.173 o.o127

]2.10 0.205 0.0104

r=0

0.000892 x (ul-u2)

0.00244 x (ul-u2)

o.oo219x (ul-u )

0.00213 x (u_-u2)

]2.47 0.207 0.00775 0.00165x(ul-u2)

13.38 O. 194

Heterogeneous

36.9 0.0485

15.4 o.142

14° 6 o° 181

0.00719 0.00139x(ul-u2)

case, F = -0.6

0.0114 0.000553x(u_-u2)

0.0124 0.00176x(u_-u2)

0.00810 0.00147x(u_-u2)

Heterogeneous case, F = -0.75

10.5 0.182 0.0166 0.00302x(u_-ua)
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The following observations can be made from Table

IV-2-2. I. The constant c increases with k for all density

ratios. The value of c for a given value of k is nearly

independent of ro Large density differences do not

appreciably affect the eddy viscosity.

The theoretical affect of r on the velocity profiles

for a constant value of k is shown in Figure IV-2-2.9. The

theoretical affect of k on the density profiles for a

constant value of r is shown in Figure IV-2-2.10. These

figures show that if the velocity ratio is held constant,

then increasing the density ratio shifts the velocity

profiles toward the lighter faster moving stream. Whereas,

if the density ratio is held constant, then increasing the

velocity ratio shifts the density profiles toward the

heavier slower moving stream.

In section IV-2-1, the theoretical effect of the value

of I on the v-velocity profiles was discussed. In this

section, the theoretical effect of the density ratio and

the Schmidt number on the v-velocity profiles will be

illustrated. The theoretical v-velocity profiles for

= O°6 and various values of F are shown in Figure IV-2-2. ii.

For large negative values of _, the asymptotic value of v

decreases with increasing density ratio. It is interesting

to note that when the momentumof the two streams is the

same, i.e., -F = k = 0.6, then both asymptotic values of

v are zero.
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The theoretical v-velocity profiles for k = 0.6,

r = -0.6 and various values of the Schmidt number are

shown in Figure IV-2-2o12. Since _ = -F, p_U I = paue.

yon Karman's third boundary condition for this case is

P_UlV1+ p2uava= 0

It follows that for this case, v_ =-v2 or the asymptotic

values of v at plus infinity and minus infinity are equal

and opposite in sign. This is seen to be true for the

theoretical velocity profiles shown in Figure IV-2-2.12.

For large negative _, the asymptotic value of v increases

as the Schmidt number is decreased and for large positive

the asymptotic value of v decreases as the Schmidt number

is decreased. In this special case, the asymptotic values

of v are equal and opposite in sign and for a Schmidt number

of unity the asymptotic values are both zero°

The v-velocity profiles shown in Figures IV-2-2o Ii and

IV-2-2o 12 are for the molar average velocity v*. Thus,

the theoretical velocities predicted in the mixing region

are not directly measurable experimentally. However, the

asymptotic values of v occur in a region where the fluid

is pure component I or component 2. In this region v and

v* are .identically the same.
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